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We find a model of set theory in which there is a Lindeliif scattered space of cardinality >2” 
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scattered forcing omitting cardinals. 
A space X is said to omit the cardinal K if 1X(> K but has X has no closed subset 
of cardinality K. For a discussion of some results and open problems about omitting 
cardinals, consult [l]. In this article we are concerned with omitting cardinals in 
scattered spaces; a scattered space, by definition, has an isolated point in each of 
its subspaces. The reader will easily be able to check that w cannot be omitted in 
any regular scattered space. All spaces we consider here are regular. 
The following proposition is from [3]. 
Proposition 1. A scattered space cannot omit K if K = sup{~‘: A < K}. 
Note that under the generalized continuum hypothesis, G.C.H., the proposition 
implies that a scattered space cannot omit any cardinal of the form 2” or indeed 
any regular cardinal. The article [3] also contains a further discussion about omitting 
cardinals in scattered spaces. An open problem stated there is whether it is consistent 
that a scattered space can omit a cardinal of the form 2”. 
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We will find a model of set theory in which there is a Lindelijf scattered space 
which omits 2”. An interesting feature of our example is that it answers another 
open question. It is a Lindelof space of cardinality 2”1 which contains no Lindeliif 
subspace of size 2”. It is still unknown, however, if the existence of such a space 
is consistent with the G.C.H. 
Our terminology is from the textbook [4]. In particular Fn(A, B, A) is the set of 
all those functions of size <A with domain a subset of A and range a subset of B, 
treated as a partial order under function extension. 
The construction takes place in three steps. We first add w3 Cohen subsets of w, 
to obtain a generalized version of a Lusin subset of 2”1. Next, we define the topology 
using methods developed in [5] and [2], to obtain a scattered Lindelof space omitting 
wZ. Finally we add w2 Cohen reals and show that the properties we desire are 
preserved in this second forcing extension. Details follow. The experienced reader 
will find that in each case the proofs are just generalized versions of known results. 
Lemma 2. Let V I= G.C.H. Let G be Fn(w, x w,, 2, w,)-generic over V. In V[G], let 
X={g,: cxEWJ} 
where ga(P) = (U G)(a, P). fi en as a subspace of the countable support product 
topology on (0, 1}“1, every non-empty open subset of X has size w3 and every nowhere 
dense subset of X has size SW,. 
Proof. To show that each non-empty open subset is large, note that each one contains 
a set of the form 
for some countable f E V. This is because the partial order is w,-closed. Now for 
any such countable partial function f from w1 into 2 and any 6 < w3 the set 
{FEFn(w,x0,,2, w,): Zlo>??Vtlp~domf, f(P)=F(qP)} 
is dense in the partial order sense. Hence w3 elements of X are forced to extend J: 
Now to show that each nowhere dense subset of X has size SW,, we show that 
any dense open D c X contains all but at most w, elements of X. Since V k 2” = w, , 
the weight of the countable support product on (0, 1}“1 is w,. We can therefore find 
elementary open subsets U, c D such that 
LJ=U{U,: YEW,} 
is a dense open subset of D. Furthermore, since Fn(w, x wl, 2, w,) has the wz-C.C. 
we can find A E [wJ’+ such that U is a dense open subset of X in 
V[GnFn(Axw,,2, w,)]. 
Now for each cz E q\A, g, will be forced in U by the partial order Fn((w,\A) x 
WI, 2, oi), completing the proof. 0 
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Let (X, p) denote the topological space obtained from Lemma 2. Besides the 
properties already mentioned, (X, p) has the following properties, just by virtue of 
being a subspace of the countable support product on {0, l}wl: X has weight W, , X 
is zero dimensional TZ and furthermore, G, subsets are open (i.e. X is a P-space). 
We use these properties to refine the topology p. 
Lemma 3. Assume 2”1= wi. Suppose that (X, p) is a P-space of weight CO, such that 
each non-empty open set has size ws and each nowhere dense subset of X has size 
s w,. Then there is a Lindeliif scattered P-space of cardinality w3 which omits w2. 
Proof. We first note that (X, p) itself omits w2 since a closed set is either nowhere 
dense or contains an open set. Furthermore, the hereditary density of (X, p) is w, . 
We can therefore let 
enumerate, with w3 repetitions, each set S c X of size w, which is dense in a closed 
set of size wg. The project is to refine p to obtain a topology r such that each such 
S has w3 limit points in r. It will then follow that (X, T) omits w2. 
In order to define r we recursively define a well-ordered enumeration {x, : a < wi} 
of X and topologies ra such that for all p s a: 
(i) rD is a locally Lindeliif P-space topology on {xv: y<P}, 
(ii) rp refines the p-subspace topology on {x,, : y < p}, 
(iii) rp = T, n P({x, : Y < p}), 
(iv) if S, G {x, : a <p} and xp is in the p-closure of S,, then X~ is also in the 
r-closure of S,. 
We begin the construction by letting T,,,, be the discrete topology on the first w, 
elements of an arbitrary well ordering of X of type w3. At limit ordinals cr, including 
(Y = w3 we generate T, with U {TV : p < a}. At successor ordinals (Y + 1 for which 
S, s {xi: y < (Y}, we simply choose x, to be the least unused element of X and 
generate T,, +, with T, u {{x,,}}. 
At successor stages a + 1 for which S, c {x,, : y < a}, we choose x, to be the least 
unused element of the p-closure of S,. We choose a strictly decreasing neighbour- 
hood base {LI,: n<w,} for x,, in the p topology. For each n <w, we choose 
y, E S, n U,, and a Lindeliif clopen G, E T,, such that y, E G, s U,,. Let H, be defined 
as 
and let To+, be generated by 
~,u{H,:&<q}. 
It is straightforward to check that the inductive hypotheses are satisfied. Since 7 
refines p, (X, T) is Hausdorff. Since (X, 7) is a Hausdorff, locally Lindelof P-space, 
it is regular. 
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Choose y B X and form a topology on Y = Xu{y} by choosing U to be a 
neighbourhood of y if y E U and X\ U is a LindelGf subset of (X, T). It is now easy 
to check that Y is the space we need, completing the proof. 0 
There is nothing too special about q in Lemmas 2 and 3. We therefore obtain 
the following. 
Theorem 4. Suppose V k “G.C.H. and K is a cardinal with cojnality ZW, .” Suppose 
furthermore that G is Fn(K, 2, w,)-generic over V. Then, in V[G] there is a Lindeliif 
scattered P-space of size K which omits each cardinal A for w, <A < K. 
Note that such a space has no Lindeliif subsets of size A either; a Lindelijf subset 
of a P-space is closed. 
We now wish to improve Theorem 4 by making a second forcing extension to 
add w2 Cohen reals thus obtaining a space omitting 2”. The Lindeliif scattered 
P-space (X, T) in the ground model will generate a topology on X in the extension 
by using T as a basis for a new topology 7*. However, we must show that T* preserves 
the properties of r which we need. This is the reason for the following preservation 
lemmas. We say that a property of the topological space (X, T) in the ground model 
is preserved by a forcing extension if the corresponding topological space (X, T*) 
in the extension also has the property. 
Lemma 5. The property of being scattered is preserved by any extension. 
Proof. Although a scattered space is usually defined as one for which each subset 
contains a relatively isolated point, the concept is exactly the same as right-separated; 
that is, there is a well-ordering of the space such that each final segment is closed. 
Now, of course, it is easy to see that “scattered” is preserved. 0 
We now assume familiarity with the notion of the Cantor-Bendixson derivatives 
of a scattered space and the height of a scattered space. The following lemma is 
easy to prove. 
Lemma 6. For scattered spaces, the Cantor-Bendixson height is preserved in any 
extension. 
Along with these notions the following lemma has been previously noticed by 
others. 
Lemma 7. If X is a compact scattered space in the ground model, then X is a compact 
scattered space in the extension. 
The easy proof of this can be gleaned from the proof of the following lemma. 
Lemma 8. For regular scattered spaces, the Lindel6f degree is not increased in any 
extension. 
Proof. We shall prove the lemma by induction on the Cantor-Bendixson height of 
the scattered space X. Suppose that in the ground model L(X) = K. 
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We first consider the easy case in which X has a top level with exactly one point 
on it. Let 021 be an open cover of X in the extension; without loss of generality each 
element of % is in the ground model. In particular there is one U E 021 which contains 
the top level. Now X\ U has height less than X and so by inductive hypothesis in 
the extension “u has a subcover of cardinality SK covering X\ U. Adding U 
completes the proof in this case. 
We are now ready to consider the general case. Let us work in the ground model. 
Each p E X has an open neighbourhood U,, such that if x Zp and the level of x is 
greater than or equal to the level of p, then x B a,,. Now by the inductive hypothesis 
and the previous paragraph we have that L( a,,) < K for each p E X, even in the 
extension. Moreover, the cover 
is in the ground model and hence there is a subcover of cardinality C-K. So, in the 
extension, X is the union of SK subsets each having Lindeliif degree SK. Thus, in 
the extension L(X) G 1~1 which is less than or equal to 1~1 in the ground model, 
depending upon whether 1~1 is preserved in the extension. This completes the 
proof. q 
Recall that the compactness number of a space is the least cardinal K such that 
each open cover has a subcover of size less than K. Lemma 7 can be obtained from 
the proof of Lemma 8 by noting that the proof remains valid for compactness 
number replacing Lindelof degree provided that K is a regular cardinal in the 
extension. A less interesting fact is that this is also true if K is collapsed. But the 
following two examples show that these restrictions are necessary. 
Example 9. An example in which a regular scattered space has compactness number 
K, in the ground model and EC,,,, in the extension. 
Let M be a model of 2” = w,. Let X be 
{x,,: n<W}u{p,,:a~w,}u{(n,m,p):~~w,,m<w,n~W}. 
Topologize X as follows. Each {( n, m, p}} is a singleton open set. A basic clopen 
neighbourhood of x,, is of the form 
{x,,Iu {(n, m, P): mr 2 k, P < w,,I 
for some k < w. In order to determine the clopen neighbourhoods of the pcv’s we 
first obtain a scale 
{fi: (Y<W,}GWW with fO constantly zero. 
A basic clopen neighbourhood of P,~ is of the form 
{P,: a &77>~}u{(n,m,p);n~k,f;,(n)~m>f,(n)} 
for k<w and y<cu. 
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We leave it to the reader to verify that X is scattered, regular and has compactness 
number K,. 
We now force to add a dominating real f E Ow. In the extension we can find an 
open cover such that each element of the cover containing pe is contained in 
{P ‘) : CkJ 2 771 LJ {(n, m, P): m <f(n), P < Wn> 
and each element of the cover containing x, is contained in 
i-4 u {(n, m, P): P <w,, m > u +f(n)), 
and furthermore the set 
{(n, 171. P): P(wd(n) 4 m s n +f(n)l 
is covered only with isolated points. This cover can have no sub-cover of size <K,. 
Example 10. An example in which a regular scattered space has a regular cardinal 
K as compactness number in the ground model and compactness number K+ in the 
extension. 
Let M be a model with a measurable cardinal K. Let X be (K + 1) x o. Topologize 
X as follows. For (Y < K and n <w, {(a, n)} is a singleton open set. A basic open 
neighbourhood of (K, n) is a set of the form 
{(a, n): p < LY S K} for some p < K. 
By the regularity of K in the ground model, the compactness number of X is K. 
Now use Prikry forcing to add a sequence of ordinals (y,, : n < w) cofinal in K, 
without collapsing K. In this extension, the cover consisting of the sets 
{(a, n): Yn < Ly s K} 
along with the sets {(a, n)} for a 4 Y,, form an open cover with no subcover of size <K. 
A more restrictive preservation lemma is the following. 
Lemma 11. Suppose K is a regular cardinal in a model V of set theory and that G is 
Fn( 0,2, w)-generic over V for some 0. Zf X E V is a topological space which omits K 
in V, then X omits K in V[G]. 
Proof. We suppose that there is some 9 such that 
qIkAcX and IAI=K 
and we find some p < q such that p IF (3x)(x +? A but x E cl(A)) where cl is the 
topological closure in X. This will prove the lemma. 
We work in V. Without loss of generality, let 
q Ikj is a function mapping K onto A. 
Let Y be the set 
{XEX: (~q’<q)(3(Y<K)(q’Itf(~‘)=X)}. 
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Since Fn( 8,2, o) has the c.c.c., Y has cardinality K. Now, for each cy < K, obtain 
9u d q and x, E X such that 
qa Ikjf(o) = x,. 
By the A-system lemma we can get Z E [K]~ and a A-system {qa : (Y E Z} with root 
p. Since 1 II = K and X omits K in V, we can find y E X\ Y such that y is in the 
closure of {x, : (Y E I}. 
We claim that 
p It- y E cl(A). 
Indeed, let U E V be an open neighbourhood of y. Since 
{x, E u: (Y E Z} 
is infinite, for each p’<p there is some (Y E I such that p’ and qa are compatible 
and x, E U. Hence, 
p’uq, IF UnA#(d. 
Also, since ye Y 
PlE.YBA 
and this completes the proof. q 
The method of proof for this last lemma is rather standard for dealing with Cohen 
reals. Of course, it easily admits cardinal generalizations. We state below the one 
which we need. 
Lemma 12. Suppose K is a regular cardinal in a model V of GCH and that G is 
Fn( 6,2, @,)-generic over Vfor some 0. Zf X E V is a P-space which omits K in V, then 
X omits K in v[ G]. 
We now put these lemmas together to obtain some theorems. 
Lemma 13. It is relatively consistent with ZFC that there is a Lindeliif scattered space 
which omits 2”. 
Proof. By Theorem 4, we obtain a model M in which 2” = w, and X is a Lindeliif 
scattered P-space omitting w2. Now let M[ G] be the result of forcing with 
Fn(w,, 2, w). By Lemmas 5 and 8, X is a Lindeliif scattered space in M[G]. By 
Lemma 11, X omits w2 in M[G]. 0 
Theorem 14. It is relatively consistent with ZFC that there is a Lindeliif space of size 
2”~ which has no Lindeliif subspace of size 2”. 
Proof. As promised, this is the same space occurring in the proof of Theorem 13. 
It remains to verify that X is a P-space in M[G], since then Lindeliif subspaces 
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are closed. Moreover, there are at least two ways of doing this. Firstly, suppose 
Ou E M[ G] is a countable collection of open sets and x E f’-’ “11. Since Fn(wz, 2, w) 
has the c.c.c., there is a countable collection of open sets “Ir, M such that 011 s 7f 
and x E (-’ -V. Now n V is an open neighbourhood of x contained in f--J %. 
Alternatively, one can check through the proof of Lemma 3 to see that, except 
for the “point of infinity”, the character of each point is at most w,. Therefore, 
each of these points has a decreasing neighbourhood base of order type w,. This, 
of course will be preserved by any forcing. 0 
There is also an alternative approach to the proof of Theorem 13; we give only 
a brief sketch here. We again start with the result of Lemma 2, but instead of 
immediately refining the topology as in Lemma 3, we force with any C.C.C. partial 
order with forces 2” = w2. We can then use an “Easton-type lemma” to show that 
in the resulting extension X remains a generalized Luzin space, since every dense 
open subset in the extension contains a dense open subset in the ground model. 
We can now refine the topology as in Lemma 3. Details are omitted, but may be 
easily filled in by the reader who wants to show, for example, that the statements 
in Theorems 13 and 14 are also consistent with Martin’s axiom. 
It may be interesting to determine exactly which sets of cardinals can be omitted 
by a Lindeliif scattered P-space. Naturally 0, 1, 2, 3,. . . , w and w, cannot be omitted. 
However, it is relatively consistent with ZFC that there is a Lindelof scattered 
P-space which omits exactly the cardinals in the following set 
{%I?: n is a positive integer}. 
This is a consequence of the following theorem. 
Theorem 15. Suppose V It- G.C.H., and 2 E V is a subset of the regular cardinals such 
that 121 G w, and 0 is a regular cardinal such that 0 > sup I. Suppose that G is 
Fn( 0,2, w,)-generic over V. Then in V[ G] there is a LindelQf scattered P-space X such 
that X has a closed subset of size K if any only if 
K E (0, 1, 2,. . . , W, W,) 
or K is in the (ordinal) closure of 2. 
Proof. For each u E I\w,, let G, be Fn(cT, 2, w,)-generic over V and obtain X,, E 
V[G,,] from Theorem 4 to be a Lindeliif scattered P-space of size u which omits 
each cardinal K for w, < K < u. 
By Lemmas 5 and 8, X, is still a Lindelof scattered space in V[ G]. Since all this 
forcing is countably closed, it is still a P-space. By Lemma 12, in V[G], X, omits 
each K for which w, < K < w. 
We now form X in V[ G] by taking the free union of the X, and adding a “point 
at infinity” x with basic open neighbourhoods of the form 
{x} u IJ{XV : (T E I\C’> 
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where I’ is any countably subset of 2. It is now easy to determine the sizes of the 
closed subsets of X and complete the proof. 0 
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